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Lost in Routine
KYLE HARMINA | CLASS OF 2021

The idea came from everyday life and what I along with others experienced due to the pandemic. We were stuck reliving the same days which felt like a combination of groundhog day and purgatory. This visual poem is about waking up, going through a routine, and trying to find some means of escape, ultimately ending up back where I started, to do it all again the next day.

Scan to view video or watch at https://vimeo.com/684104214

The Flamingo
MIKE APONTE & FINN KIRKPATRICK | CLASS OF 2022

A small town has been plagued by a serial killer and lawn flamingos are disappearing all over the place. Local detective Rueben Patterson is on the job, and his only lead right now is Waldo Whitaker.

Scan to view video or watch at https://vimeo.com/684106692